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III. Statement of Identity and Authority
Christian Action Network is a Virginia nonprofit corporation engaged
in education related to Judeo-Christian family values. Christian Action
Network considers the presentation of this amicus brief to be consistent
with its education mission. The Board of Directors of Christian Action
Network authorized the filing of this amicus brief by resolution.
IV.
A.

Statement of Authorship and Assistance

Authorship. No party's counsel authored this amicus brief in

whole or in part.
B.

No Party Contributions. No party to the case and no party's

counsel contributed money that was intended to fund the preparing or the
submitting of this brief.
C.

No Specific Contributions. Members of the public

contribute to fund the operations of Christian Action Network. Prior to the
preparation and filing of this brief, no contributions were solicited or
collected specifically to fund the preparing or submitting of this brief.
Accordingly, no person other than amicus curiae, its members, or its
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counsel contributed money that was intended to fund the preparing or
submitting of this brief.
V.
A.

Argument

Summary of Argument.

Religion is an exceptionally sensitive issue. When addressing
religious matters in public schools, the public schools have a heightened
duty. They do not profess to be, nor are they, qualified to teach religious
doctrine. When teaching matters where religion is an important aspect of
the subject matter being taught, public schools have a heightened duty to
avoid promoting or giving the appearance of promoting one religion over
another by exalting the benefits or adherence of one religion as being better
or worse than another.
The appellees taught the children as facts religious opinions clearly
intended to present Islam in a positive light, unconstitutionally violating
the neutrality principle with the effect to exalting Islam over other religions.
The appellees force impressionable children to recite Islamic religious
doctrine. No person, Christian or otherwise, should be compelled to utter
words orally or in writing that contravene the requirements or teachings of
their own sincerely held religious beliefs.

2
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Finally, the government appellees excessively entangled the school
district in religion by purporting to teach religious doctrines of Islam which
are matters of dispute even among religious scholars.
B.

Pertinent Facts.

Caleigh Wood was a 16-year-old student at La Plata High School,
Charles County, Maryland. During her "World History to [A.D.] 1500"
course, the school taught the following about Islam [Screenshot from
Exhibit 2 to the Declaration of Erin Mersino (Doc. 55-3, JA590)]:

The school presents "Islam, at heart, is a peaceful religion" [emphasis
in original] as a statement of fact, not opinion.
The school presents "Most Muslims' faith is stronger than the average
Christian" as a statement of fact, not opinion.

3
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The school presents "Radical Islamic Fundamentalists are opposed to
Western civilization's way of life and imperialistic pursuits" [emphasis in
original] as a statement of fact and not opinion.
In addition, the school required Ms. Wood to write out the shahada,
or Islamic creed of faith, which is the declaration of faith that makes one a
Muslim. [Declaration of Caleigh Wood ¶¶ 7-9 (Doc 55-2), and Declaration
of John Kevin Wood ¶¶ 17-18, (Doc. 55-4).] For personal Christian reasons
discussed in the Argument, counsel is reluctant to type the shahada, but
presents it in the form of a screenshot from one of Calleigh's school
assignments [Screenshot from Exhibit 2 to Defendants' Reply Brief (Doc.
56-3, JA699)]. :

C.

Aguillard and the Lemon Test.
1.

The Legal Test.

Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 107 S.Ct. 2573, 96 L.Ed.2d 510
(1987) at 583-584:
The Court has been particularly vigilant in monitoring
compliance with the Establishment Clause in elementary and
secondary schools. Families entrust public schools with the
education of their children, but condition their trust on the
understanding that the classroom will not purposely be used
to advance religious views that may conflict with the private
4
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beliefs of the student and his or her family. Students in such
institutions are impressionable and their attendance is
involuntary.
Amicus focuses on the second prong of the Supreme Court's test
whether a state action violates the Establishment Clause set forth in Lemon
v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612, 91 S.Ct. 2105, __, 29 L.Ed.2d 745, __
(1971). Under Lemon, the government has violated the Establishment
Clause if the primary effect of the action advances religion.
In this case, the offensive teaching occurred during a world history
course. Of course, religious motivations often shape historic events. In
teaching world history, a proper education certainly includes the teaching
about the existence of different religions and the historic clashes between
them that have resulted in wars, conquest, and occupation of territory. But
the teaching may not have the intent to or the effect of advancing one
religion over another.
2.

"Muslim's [sic.] Faith is Stronger"

In this case, Government propaganda has invaded the classroom
purporting to teach Islamic beliefs irrelevant to the children’s learning of
history. One handout given to impressionable young people contended that
"Most Muslim's [sic.] faith is stronger than the average Christian." Even if
the school did not intend to advance Islam, the second prong of the Lemon

5
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test looks at the effect of the school’s action. The effect of the offensive
statement advances Islam by deliberately presenting Islam in a positive
light. The statement has the effect of advancing Islam over specifically the
Christian religion. The statement is offensive to Christians and violates the
second prong of the Lemon test because of its effect. It also violates the
principle that "the State is firmly committed to a position of neutrality" in
religion." School Dist. of Abington Twp., Pa. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203,
226, 83 S.Ct. 1560, 10 L.Ed.2d 844 (1963).
3.

"[A]t Heart, a Peaceful Religion."

Instructing children that “Islam, at heart, is a peaceful religion,” is
presented at La Plata High School as a statement of fact, not as a religious
opinion. The claim is little more than a theological assertion that remains
widely disputed among many recognized and respected religious
disciplines. To verify the factualness of this statement, La Plata High
School would have needed to examine the “heart” of Islamic scripture to
confirm its accuracy. The word “heart” clearly refers to the fundamental
beliefs of Muslims.
By teaching students that this is a statement of fact, La Plata High
School essentially assures its students that educators have previously
examined the “heart” of Islamic scripture and found the proclamation to be
6
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true. Such an investigation, were La Plata actually to performed it, would
have involved an unconstitutional religious exercise by a government
agency in the hopes of reaching a theological conclusion. Teaching that this
disputed statement is true constitutes a government endorsement on a
religious claim that has the effect of advancing one religion over others.
The only way a child could properly examine the truth of the school’s
statement is if the student personally were to, among other things, read,
study and analyze Islamic Holy Books (Quran, Hadith, and Sunnah); attend
Muslim lectures and classes; and consult with Islamic scholars.
The phrase itself is a religious logo, motto or mantra. The school did
not intend it as a “purely academic” statement either necessary or helpful in
the study of history. The school presented the statement to advance the
Muslim religion by portraying it in a positive light. That may by perfectly
legal for a religious body, but it is constitutionally forbidden for public
schools to examine, judge, inhibit, or endorse any religion.
As to the truth of the "at heart" statement, there is no dispute that the
majority of Muslim people are themselves peaceful. But "at heart" refers to
the fundamentals of a religion. Fundamentalists by definition adhere to the
fundamentals of a religion.

7
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On September 11, 2001, Islamic fundamentalists flew airplanes into
the twin towers in New York and into the Pentagon. Islamic
fundamentalists have killed with bombs, shootings, and driving trucks into
crowds. It is Orwellian doublespeak to suggest that the heart of a religion
differs from its fundamental beliefs.
Surely, the fundamentals of religion are taught in its own holy books.
The Quran purports to be revelations to Muhammed given to him over
time.
"And slay them wherever ye find them, and drive them out of the
places whence they drove you out, for persecution is worse than slaughter...
and fight them until fitnah is no more, and religion is for Allah." [Quran
2:191] "But when the forbidden months are past, then fight and slay the
Pagans wherever ye find them, and seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in
wait for them in every stratagem (of war)…." [Quran 9:5.] Islam is not
peaceful in its fundamentals or "at heart."
To be sure, there are peaceful passages in the Quran. Islamic scholars
explain that later revelations supersede earlier revelations called
"Abrogation"). They explain that Surah 9:5 quoted above abrogated the
earlier peaceful passages.

8
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In this case, the school promoted the religion-of-peace myth in the
context of a world history course. We do not know what the teacher
specifically taught about Muslim history before A.D. 1500, but in fact the
supposedly peaceful Islam "at heart" waged was spread by holy wars both
before and after the death of Mohammed, its founder. Before his death1:
• Muhammed instigated holy war resulting in the successful
Battle of Mut'ah against the Romans.
• Muhammed instigated holy war in the Battle of Tabuk
intending to destroy the Romans.
After Muhammed's death Islam was spread by the sword2:
• In 634, the Muslims invaded India and pressed into today's
areas of Afghanistan and Pakistan and by 1206 had conquered
"the Punjab, Sindh, Delhi, and the Duab up to Kanauj."3 ..
• In 635. the Muslims conquered Damascus.
• In 636, the Muslims conquered al-Basrah in Iraq.
• In 637, the Muslims conquered Antioch.
• In 639, the Muslims conquered Jerusalem.
• In 639, the Muslims invaded Egypt and took virtually all of
Egypt by November 642.
• In 650, the Muslims conquered Cilicia and Caesarea of
Cappadocia.

1
The various early Muslim conquests are matters of history and are summarized in
Spencer, Robert, The Politically Incorrect Guide to Islam (and the Crusades), at 108-113.
2
Spencer, Robert, id.
3
Sita Ram Gel, The Story of Islamic Imperialism in India, Voice of India, Revised Edition,
1994, pp 70-71.
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• In 668 and 717, the Muslims sieged Constantinople.
• In 711 the Muslims invaded Spain, holding territory there for
over 700 years.
• In 715, the Muslims invaded France where there were stopped
in 732 at the City of Tours.
• In 792, after a call to jihad throughout the Muslim world, the
Muslims again unsuccessfully invaded France.
• In 827, the Muslims invaded Sicily and Italy reaching Rome in
846 where they extracted a promise of tribute from the Pope.
They held Sicily until 1091.
• In 1071, the Muslims defeated the Byzantine Empire in the
battle of Manzikert in Armenia beginning the Muslim
occupation of virtually all of Asia Minor.
• In 848, the Muslims again unsuccessfully invaded France.
The factual history, the spreading of Islam by the sword, certainly
cannot be explained by the "religion-of-peace" myth.
Of course, teaching false and contradictory material is not per se
unconstitutional.
The secular purpose of the false teaching may well be to persuade
impressionable children that not all Muslims fly planes into buildings or
strap themselves with suicide bombs. However, by contending that "Islam
is, at heart, a peaceful religion" deliberately and intentionally presents
Islam in a positive light. [Emphasis added.] Children--indeed all rational
people--want peace. The school taught as if it were fact that Islam is a
10
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religion of peace, presenting the religion in a positive light and violating the
principle of neutrality. School Dist. of Abington Twp., supra.
By intentionally presenting Islam in a positive manner (ignoring all
evidence to the contrary), the effect of the "religion-of-peace" myth is to
unconstitutionally advance Islam. It violates the constitutional
requirement that the religious material be presented objectively and
neutrally. School Dist. of Abington Twp. supra.
4.

"Radical Islamic Fundamentalists"

The term "Radical Islamic Fundamentalist" is a label that remains
debated among Islamic scholars as to its meaning and cannot be defined
without resorting to religious investigation. Certainly, public school
teachers cannot guarantee the religious accuracy of whether only "Radical
Islamic Fundamentalist(s)" are opposed to Western civilization’s way of life
or whether (and most likely) this opposition also includes traditional
Muslims. Indeed, one cannot even accurately conclude what is meant by
the phrase, "Western civilization’s way of life." The statement is a
theological observation that requires examination and personal
interpretation of the Quran.
Radical Islamic Fundamentalists are oppose abortion, pornography,
obscenity and illicit drug use found in Western civilization. But these same
11
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behaviors are also opposed by the vast majority of traditional Muslims. For
a teacher or school program to make such a statement would force teachers
and students to examine and correctly interpret the religious beliefs
between fundamentalist and traditional Muslims. The very nature of the
word "fundamentalist" would require teachers and students to engage in a
religious debate. What is the definition of an Islamic "fundamentalist?"
This definition would require a complete and personal examination of the
Quran, Hadith, and Sunna to answer correctly. Even if an answer were
somehow reached, it would not be a "purely academic" answer and would
remain mired in religious controversy and speculation.
Public schools should not be involved in defining, explaining, or
analyzing religious terminology and tenets. To do so risks having the
effect of advancing or inhibiting the religion in violation of the Lemon test.
D.

The Power of Words.

The shahada is the Muslim statement of faith and is the first pillar of
Islam. The shahada is the Islamic equivalent to the Christian sinner's
prayer. Reciting the shahada is sufficient to constitute conversion to Islam.
There are many Muslims who believe that repeating or stating the Islamic
creed of faith is evidence of conversion. Examples abound, a couple that
will be presented here:
12
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• In Nairobi, Kenya Islamists attacked a bus and a truck in
November 2014 and spared the lives of everyone that could
recite the Islamic creed, deeming those individuals to be proven
Muslims.4
• In April 2015, Islamists killed 146 university students at the
Garissa University College over their failure to recite the Islamic
creed, deeming them to be non-Muslim.5
Though the Court may reject the idea that reciting the Islamic creed is
also the same as converting to Islam, the Court cannot dismiss sincerely
held religious beliefs among both Muslims and Christians who believe that
the recitation of the shahada is sufficient for Islamic conversion.
It should be perfectly reasonable and acceptable that schools should
be legally restricted from trampling on the religious convictions of others,
including Christian parents, who do not want their children learning how to
convert to Islam–whether because those parents believe that reciting the
shahada will convert their child to Islam, or their fear that radical Islamists
will interpret their child’s recitation of the shahada as evidence of
conversion, and thereby forcing their child to live according to the Sharia.
The very nature that Muslims believe repeating the shahada is an act
of conversion should convince the Court that this is as a theological lesson
and the effect is not "purely academic" but serves to advance Islam.

4
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/23/kenya-bus-attack-survivor-tellshow-gunmen-selected-their-victims
5
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/terrorists-ordered-kenyan-students-recite5455135
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If teaching students how to convert to a religious faith, having them
write it down and then having them graded on its religious accuracy is
somehow defined as a "purely academic" assignment, then the Court would
be hard-pressed to find a better example of how a religion could be
"advanced" in violation of the Lemon test.
In the Christian faith, the Bible teaches that words have power (All
quotes are King James Version).
Let no corrupt communication proceed out of your
mouth…. Ephesians 4:29
But I say unto you, That every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment.
Matthew 12:36
Let the words of my of my mouth and the meditation of
my heart be acceptable in your sight, O Lord…. Psalm 19:14
But those things which proceed out of the mouth come
forth from the heart…. Matthew 15:18
For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy
words thou shalt be condemned. Matthew 12:37.
So shall my word be that goeth out of my mouth; it shall
not return to me void, but it shall accomplish that which I
please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.
Isaiah 55:11.
Indeed the entire Christian faith proceeds from the Word becoming
flesh: "And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, and we have seen
his glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth."

14
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John 1:14. God created the sun through a word, " And God said, "Let there
be light, and there was light." Genesis 1:3.
Words have power. Devout Christians are taught they should never
utter wrong words. Writing is even worse. Scientific studies show that
words written by hand better encodes information in the brain.6 Being
forced to write out the five pillars of Islam forces children to utter wrong
words, at least wrong words for Christians.
Worse, Defendants made no showing whatsoever that the school
required students to write the sinner's prayer, or John 3:16, the Ten
Commandments, or equivalent statements of faith from any other religion.
Accordingly, the effect of requiring children to write out the five pillars of
Islam7 including the shahada is to advance Islam and inhibit Christianity
and other religions in violation of the second prong of the Lemon test.
The logical secular mind may well think that the mere utterance of
the words of the shahada for learning but without the intent to convert is
not such a big deal. It is a big deal to a fundamentalist Christian because
mere words have power. Words also have power for the religious Jewish
people who write "G-d" to avoid offending the deity.

Mueller & Oppenheimer, Psychological Science, Vol 25, 6: pp 1159-1168 (2014)
There was no indication that the school required the children to write out the words from
the Quran that fundamentalists believe require them to kill infidels. If the teaching was supposed to be
balanced, why were the violent passages not taught as well?
6
7
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Defendants may deny that merely writing out the shahada is a
recitation of it, but that is not how it feels to a devout Christian. Words
have power, and the mere recitation of the shahada for any purpose may be
offensive to sincerely held Christian beliefs.
Forcing children to write out the articles of faith of one religion either
violates the Establishment Clause under the second prong of the Lemon
test or violates the First Amendment as compelled speech as Appellants
more fully argue. See School Dist. of Abington Twp., supra. (forced
recitation of Biblical verses unconstitutional).
As the Court noted in Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd, v. Colorado Civil
Rights Commission, Slip Op. at 17 (June 4, 2018), . "[G]overnment has no
role in expressing or even suggesting whether the religious ground for
Phillips’ conscience-based objection is legitimate or illegitimate." The
school may not lawfully assess the legitimacy of the religious objections of
Caleigh Wood and her father to Caleigh's being forced to utter the Muslim
words of faith.
E.

Excessive Entanglements; Religious Indoctrination

The third prong of the Lemon test forbids government from fostering
excessive entanglement with religion. Lemon, 403 U.S. at 612-613. The
following screenshot is part if the learning assignment completed by
16
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Caleigh Wood before her father objected [Complaint Exhibit 2 (Doc. 1,
JA328)]:

The assignment required students to correctly answer questions
regarding the “morals” that Muslims must follow and to “Describe the
Qur’an.”
Questions 12 and 13 are devotional questions and void of an academic
purpose to learn history before A.D. 1500. Answering questions on Muslim
customs, laws, and morals, as well as describing the Qur’an, either requires
the student to read and study the Quran or to regurgitate the religious
teaching of the teacher. A teacher offering students a single-line correct
answer to these questions of faith is an unconstitutional attempt to give a
religious opinion disguised as an academic fact. Muslims often disagree
among themselves on how to “describe the Qur’an” and what are the proper
“morals” to follow–which is why there are various branches of Islam, Sunni,
Shia and Sufi to name a few.

17
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As the example shows, Caleigh answered the question: “What other
customs, morals, and laws do Muslims do in their daily lives?” with “Believe
in one god, obey, all children are born without sin and all people can lead
themselves to salvation.” Though this may be the correct answer for her
class, the answer is purely personal religious opinion that the public school
proffered as a scholarly fact.
The Pew Research Center found a variety of responses to what
Muslims believe about salvation, showing only 35 percent believe Islam is
the one true faith leading to eternal salvation. [http://www.peoplepress.org/2011/08/30/section-2-religious-beliefs-and-practices/]:
Most U.S. Muslims (56%) believe that many religions can lead to
eternal life, while 35% say Islam is the one true faith leading to eternal
salvation. By comparison, a 2008 Pew Research Center survey found that
among all U.S. adults who are affiliated with a religion, 29% say theirs is the
one true faith leading to eternal life. Among evangelical Christians, fully
51% say theirs is the one true faith leading to eternal salvation, while 45%
say that many faiths can lead to eternal life.
Four-in-ten (41%) Muslims who identify themselves as Sunni believe
Islam is the one true faith; only half as many Shia Muslims say the same
(21%). Lifelong Muslims are more inclined than converts to believe Islam is
18
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the one true faith that leads to eternal life. However, nearly half (48%) of all
native-born African Americans (most of whom are converts to Islam)
believe Islam is the one true faith leading to eternal salvation, compared
with only a third (34%) of foreign-born Muslims.
Among the Muslims surveyed with the highest levels of religious
commitment, a slim majority (52%) says Islam is the one true faith leading
to eternal life. By contrast, majorities of those surveyed with medium and
low levels of religious commitment take the opposite view, that many
religions can lead to eternal life.
The La Plata High School classroom instruction is not only
academically incorrect, but is an attempt to advance, or at least has the
effect of advancing, one religious belief of Islam over competing beliefs
within Islam.
Certainly, school children should not be graded on their knowledge of
a particular Islamic, sectarian religious belief, especially if that belief is
unsettled within the Muslim community. The students are being
instructed as if everyone in the Islamic community agrees on every belief,
thought, law, moral, and custom found in the Quran.
An appropriate parallel example would be if teachers made the
statement: “Christians believe in infant baptism.” Though this may be true
19
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for the vast majority of Christians (the Catholic Church holds such a belief
with an estimated 2.4 billion world followers), it would be rejected as the
correct answer for many other Christian denominations. A statement
claiming that “Christians believe in infant baptism” would be just as
inaccurate as La Plata High School stating “Muslims believe all people can
lead themselves to salvation,” as Caleigh answered the question.
Her additional answer in question 12 that “All children are born
without sin” is incorrect on its face. The correct statement made by
Muhammad is: “Each child is born in a state of Fitrah, then his parents
make him a Jew, Christian or Zoroastrian, the way an animal gives birth to
a normal offspring.” (The statement is attributed to Muhammad and
collected by Al-Bukhari.) “Fitrah” has no comparable word in the English
language, but is generally accepted by Islamic scholars as meaning all
children are born Muslim, though some are later converted to Jew,
Christian or Zoroastrian.
Once again, La Plata High School is putting forth its own version of
Islam, rewriting Islamic thought, and thereby forcing teachers--and
students--to become experts on the Quran, Hadith, and Sunnah to
determine the accuracy of such pronouncements.
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Surely, education in public schools demands that students
understand and challenge academic facts presented in the classroom, and
not simply accept every statement as incontrovertible truth.
The very definition of indoctrination is the refusal to allow others
(students, in this case) to challenge ideas, beliefs, statements, and facts. As
for Caleigh’s class on Islam, if students are not allowed to challenge the
Islamic "facts" being presented to them, then they are being indoctrinated.
However, if they are told to challenge the Islamic "facts" being presented to
them, then they must study the Quran, Hadith, and Sunnah, which would
be a violation of constitutional law.
Question 13 tells students to “Describe the Quran.” Students are
given the “correct” answer for describing the Quran, which is: “central
religion text of Islam.” The answer is noticeably shallow and fails to
actually “describe the Quran” and simply answers a question that is not
asked, “What is the Quran?”
Having students “describe the Quran” is much broader. It is a
religious exercise that can only be properly answered if students read, study
and examine the Quran. Even then, it would be impossible for a public
school grade the answer to the question as asked without inserting its own
religious opinion and endorsement of the answer.
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These religious doctrinal teachings are no more appropriate for Islam
than it would be if the schools attempted to teach the Christian path to
salvation, a subject on which various Christian denominations differ.
All this amounts to an excessive entanglement with religion by the La
Planta school in violation of the Lemon test.
VI.
1.

Conclusion.

Summary of Argument.

The public school taught Calleigh Wood and her classmates that
• Islam, at heart, is a peaceful religion; and
• most Muslim's [sic.] faith is stronger than [the faith of] the
average Christian.
Both of these non-factual statements have only one intent: to present
Islam in a positive light. Teaching these as facts violate the second prong of
the Lemon test because they have the effect of advancing Islam and
violate the neutrality principle of School Dist. of Abington Twp., supra.
Furthermore, the public school required Calleigh Wood to write out
the shahada, the first pillar of Islam which is the equivalent of the Sinners
Prayer in Christianity. Reciting the shahada converts one to Islam and is
offensive to other religions.
Regardless of purpose, forcing children to recite words offensive to
their religion, such as the profession of another faith, is unconstitutional.
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The mere recitation by the children has the effect of advancing Islam in
violation of the second prong of the Lemon test under the Establishment
Clause. The recitation mandate improperly compels speech.
Furthermore, teaching impressionable children the theology of
another religion not only invites error about which theologians differ but
also excessively entangles the school with the religion that it is purportedly
teaching (and teaching erroneously in this case).
This Court should be "particularly vigilant in monitoring compliance
with the Establishment Clause in elementary and secondary schools,"
Aguillard, supra., and should hold that school district's teaching, in this
case, was unconstitutional.
2.

Relief Requested.

Amicus urges the Court to reverse the decision of the District Court to
deny summary judgment to the defendants, but grant summary judgment
to the plaintiffs declaring that the actions of the school district violated the
United States Constitution.
VII. Certificate of Compliance Under Rule 32(a)(7)(C).
This document complies with the type-volume limit of Fed. R. App. P.
32(a)(7)(B), because, excluding the parts of the document exempted by
Fed. R. App. P. 32(f), this document contains about 4860 words.
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VIII. Corporate Disclosure Certificate
The Corporate Disclosure Certificate is attached.
Respectfully submitted,
David W. T. Carroll
(Admitted September 19, 1995)
Carroll, Ucker & Hemmer LLC
175 S. 3rd St., Suite 200
Columbus OH 43215
614-547-0350
dcarroll@cuhlaw.com
Attorney for Amicus Curiae, Christian
Action Network
IX. Certificate of Service
I certify that on June 12, 2018, the foregoing instrument was served on all parties or
their counsel of record through the CM/ECF system if they are registered users, by
serving a true and correct copy at the addresses listed below:
Not Applicable.

_______________________
David W. T. Carroll
June 12, 2018
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civil or bankruptcy action, all parties to the action in the district court are considered parties to
the mandamus case.
Corporate defendants in a criminal or post-conviction case and corporate amici curiae are
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If counsel is not a registered ECF filer and does not intend to file documents other than the
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electronic form. Counsel has a continuing duty to update this information.
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Does party/amicus have any parent corporations?
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4.

Is there any other publicly held corporation or other publicly held entity that has a direct
financial interest in the outcome of the litigation (Local Rule 26.1(a)(2)(B))?
YES
NO
If yes, identify entity and nature of interest:

5.

Is party a trade association? (amici curiae do not complete this question)
YES
NO
If yes, identify any publicly held member whose stock or equity value could be affected
substantially by the outcome of the proceeding or whose claims the trade association is
pursuing in a representative capacity, or state that there is no such member:

6.

Does this case arise out of a bankruptcy proceeding?
If yes, identify any trustee and the members of any creditors’ committee:

/s/ David W. T. Carroll
Signature: ____________________________________

YES

NO

June 12, 2018
Date: ___________________

Christian Action Network
Counsel for: __________________________________

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
**************************
June 12, 2018
I certify that on _________________
the foregoing document was served on all parties or their
counsel of record through the CM/ECF system if they are registered users or, if they are not, by
serving a true and correct copy at the addresses listed below:
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_______________________________
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No. 18-1430
In the
United States Court of Appeals
For the Fourth Circuit
Caleigh Wood; John Wood,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
and
Melissa Wood, On Behalf of her Minor
Child, C.W.,
Plaintiff,
v.
Evelyn Wood: Shannon Morris,
Defendants- Appellees
and
Board of Education of Charles County;
Charles County Public Schools,
Appellees – Defendants.
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Motion for Leave to Appear as Amicus Curiae
Christian Action Network, a Virginia nonprofit corporation, moves the court
pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29 to appear and file a brief as Amicus
Curiae.
Statement of Notification. In accordance with Local Rule 27 (a), Counsel for
Christian Action Network has contacted counsel for the other parties to the appeal to
inform them of the intended filing of the motion. Counsel for both sides have
communicated their consent to Christian Actin Network filing an amicus curiae brief.
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Interest and Benefit. As a nonprofit corporation engaged in the promotion of
Judeo-Christian values, Christian Action Network brings to this case a unique
perspective that supports, but is slightly different from, the perspective brought by the
plaintiffs-appellees. Christian Action Network has produced several documentary films
about the relationship between Islam and Christianity, including a documentary film
about Islam in the Schools.
Thus the perspective that Christian Action Network brings to the analysis of this
case is unique and arises from years of studying the issues and their effect on our
society.
As required by Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 29, a copy of the proposed
brief is tendered with this motion and a paper copy of the brief is being sent by Federal
Express to the Clerk's office pursuant to Local Rule 29(a).
Respectfully submitted,
David W. T. Carroll
(Admitted 9/19/95)
Carroll, Ucker & Hemmer LLC
175 S. 3rd St., Suite 200
Columbus OH 43215
614-547-0350
dcarroll@cuhlaw.com
Attorney for Christian Action Network
Certificate of Service
I certify that on June 12, 2018, the foregoing instrument was served on all parties
or their counsel of record through the CM/ECF system if they are registered users, by
serving a true and correct copy at the addresses listed below:
Not Applicable.
_______________________
David W. T. Carroll
June 12, 2018
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